
 

 

 

THIRD ANNUAL STATE OF THE BOARD  

JANUARY 22, 2017 

Submitted by Cheryl Delaney, Acting Chairman 

 

As required by N.C.G.S. §88A-6, an annual report is due to the practitioners as an overall 

documentation of the significant events occurring during the previous calendar year.  A detailed 

account of decisions and occurrences can be found in the meeting minutes.  

§ 88A-6.  Powers and duties of the Board. 

 

The Board shall have the following general powers and duties: 

(1)To administer and interpret this Chapter; 

(2)To adopt rules in the manner prescribed by Chapter 150B of the General Statutes as may 

be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Chapter; 

➢ New Rules were implemented which became effective September 1, 2015 

 

(3)To determine the qualifications of persons who are licensed or certified pursuant to this 

Chapter; 

➢ Prior to 2016 Testing was administered in February and September. However, as outlined 

in minutes of 07.24.2016 testing procedures and policies have changed. Written exams can 

no longer be given using manual paper tests that are proctored by Board members.  Computer-

based testing is now the sole method for testing, and the vendor makes these available year round 

at sites all over the state. In the past, it was convenient for clinical exams to be conducted 

immediately following the written tests.  But with the advent of computer testing, NCBEE needed 

to become more flexible in service of the applicants so they did not have to wait months to be 

licensed.  NCBEE has successfully experimented with conducting clinical testing in sites other than 

the Board office to make the process more convenient for applicants and Board members. NCBEE 

recognizes that most other OLBs are located in Raleigh, and their applicant’s likely test at the 

respective board offices. 

While NCBEE has conducted some of its clinical exam in offsite practitioners’ offices, it should 

never be expected that NCBEE board members provide an office setting for a clinical exam against 

their will or ability to do so.  By the same token, there are Board members/practitioners who are 

willing and able to provide offsite space for testing.  Neither the statute nor our rules require that 

the examiners be Board members or that testing occur on Board premises.  

 

 

(4) To issue, renew, deny, restrict, suspend, or revoke licenses and to carry out any of the 

other     actions authorized by this Chapter;            

➢ The individual with whom we have been trying to remedy multiple licensing issues has not renewed licensure. 

NCBEE has the option of revoking the license should the practitioner not comply with what was agreed to. 

The Board agreed to follow through with whatever guidance is given by our attorney to remedy the default. 

 
(5) To establish, publish, and enforce rules of professional conduct, and to regulate 

advertising by licensees; 

➢ Established a Code of Ethics for the Electrology and laser practitioners and 

encourages each practitioner to uphold respect and conduct as a professional. 



 

 

 
 (6) To maintain a record of all proceedings and make available to persons licensed under 

this    Chapter, and to other concerned parties, an annual report of all Board action; 

➢ All minutes have been posted on the website as they were approved 

➢ Notice of all meetings sent to all interested parties prior to each meeting  

➢ Annual Oversight Report completed and is posted with the Secretary of State 

➢ Updated and revision of Website  
o Forms: All forms related to licensure (application, renewal, continuing 

education, etc.) have been recreated as fillable PDF forms and posted to the 

NCBEE website. This has resulted in: 

▪ Easy and convenient access to the forms used by practitioners 

▪ Uniform visual layout 

▪ Consistency between electrolysis and laser forms and regulations 

▪ Strongly encourage use of fillable form reduces errors due to 

interpretation of handwritten forms 

➢ Expansion of Rules: To continue to examine the existing rules to fully accommodate the 

addition of laser hair reduction and Electrology into the Electrolysis Practice Act where 

needed.  

  

(7) To collect fees for licensure, licensure renewal, and other services deemed 

necessary to carry out the purpose of this Chapter; 

➢ All fees for application, license and late fee have been collected to carry out the 

purpose of this Chapter. 

(8) To employ and fix the compensation of personnel, including an executive director, 

that the Board determines are necessary to carry out the provisions of this Chapter 

and to incur other expenses necessary to effectuate this Chapter; 

➢ Employ and compensates a part-time administration assistant in keeping 

records and administrative functions to keep the board in viable working order 

 
(9) To conduct investigations for the purpose of determining whether violations of this 

Chapter or grounds for disciplining persons licensed or certified under this Chapter 

exist; and, 

➢ Investigated (1) complaint and (1) sanitation compromise concerning 

practitioners 

   (10) To adopt a seal containing the name of the Board for use on all certificates, licenses, 

and official reports issued by it. (1989 (Reg. Sess., 1990), c. 1033.) 
 

OTHER IMPORTANT HAPPENINGS: 

2016 has been a very challenging year.  NCBEE as an Occupational Licensing Board (OLB) has been put 

on the list for elimination or consolidation.  Many efforts have been made to consolidate NCBEE with 



 

 

another related board. However at this time, no Board has positively responded.  A Resolution of 

Surrender was made to the legislature to assign an OLB to consolidate the NCBEE.  To date, nothing has 

transpired and we are still awaiting answers.  Other states are trying desperately to obtain licensure for 

the protection of the public. North Carolina is going in the opposite direction.  We, the Board, have a 

unanimous vote to save licensure as it is in the interest of the public safety and welfare.  

Beth Rountree, Chairman resigned her position from the NCBEE due to an Ophthalmic condition.  She is 

now undergoing cornea transplant in both eyes….Beth, your expertise and gracious domineer will be 

sorely missed. 

Lydia Monk (Wake) was appointed to replace Beth Rountree as Public Member 

Lydia is the Front Office Receptionist for Psychiatric Consultants of Cary. Lydia is the current owner of 

Classy Hair Inc. located in Raleigh, North Carolina. She is a licensed cosmetologist and has worked in the 

industry for more than 20 years. She graduated from Lebanon Beauty Institute in 1975 and took 

business classes at Wake Technical College. 

 

APPOINTMENT OF NEW MEMBERS: 

Appointed by Speaker of the House: Ronda Jones, Second Term- Expires 2019 

Appointed by the Governor: Lydia Monk, (Wake) Public Member First Term – Expires 2018 


